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Bill, and no more was heard of it after the second reading which was 1911
politely accorded to it. A week later (23rd May) its place was taken
" by the Parliament Bill which had come up from the other House,
and the lists were now set for the final encounter. The second
reading was passed without a division (" grave amendments " being
threatened for the Committee stage), after a debate which on both
sides was on a high level of dignified oratory. Lord Rosebery
intimated that he was probably speaking for the last time in that
Assembly, and in a "final farewell"1 raised his voice in protest
against this " most ill-judged, revolutionary, and partisan measure."
Only one Unionist Peer (Lord Montagu of Beaulieu) ventured the
opinion that the Bill was " on the whole fair," and the least that in
the circumstances in which they had been placed the Liberal leaders
could have been expected to do, Most of the others considered it to
be the end of all things.
rv
After the second reading there was an interval for the Coronation
festivities which occupied the greater part of the month of June, and
the Committee stage was not begun till 28th June. But all through
the month Lord Halsbury and Lord Willoughby de Broke were
at work rallying the Peers to an uncompromising resistance,
" strengthening Lord Lansdowne's hands/' as they said, but in
reality preparing for him a situation of great embarrassment.
These " die-hards," as they now came to be called, were persuaded
that the threat to create Peers was a bluff which could safely be
disregarded, and they exhorted Lord Lansdowne to make his
amendments drastic and to hold to them at all costs.
They were indeed drastic, and by 5th July the Bill had, in
Asquith's words, been " as completely transformed as if no General
Election had been held." In its amended form it more resembled
the scheme which the Unionist leaders had presented to the Con-
ference in the previous year than the Bill of the Government* The
referendum was substituted for the suspensory veto for all measures
of Home Rule whether for Ireland, Scotland, Wales, or Englaakl,
and for all other measures which a Joint Committee—a kind of B0w
third Chamber—might decide to be of " great gravity." The same
Joint Committee was substituted for the Speaker for the defining of
Money Bills in order, as Lord Lansdowne put it, to "prevent th&
House of Lords from being deprived of rights in the region of finance
which they conceived to be theirs,"
^ Not quite final, for as Asquith himself points out (Fifty Years
. 96), he spoke twice in the later <Iis<mssions on the Bill.

